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Introduction: Viking Orbiter, MOC and MOLA data are
being used to construct three dimensional landmark tem-
plates on Mars which can be aligned with a variety of data
types for navigation on future missions and which provide a
characterization of the surface topography.

Each template is described by a vector from the center of
Mars to the origin of a local coordinate system and by an
array of heights and albedos relative to that system.

Template Construction: The landmark templates are
constructed as part of a three-step cyclical iteration with each
step supplying refined inputs for the next:
     1.  Images are registered (aligned), the central landmark
vectors determined, and possibly the spacecraft vectors
found, by minimizing the weighted mean square residuals
between nominal and observed landmark locations, limbs,
and overlapping landmark templates.
     2.  The surface gradient and albedo at each pixelized loca-
tion within the landmark are determined by minimizing the
mean square residuals between the re-illuminated model and
imaging data extracted from a number of pictures.
     3.  The gradients are integrated to produce the height dis-
tribution in the landmark, with  sparsely sampled heights
from MOLA and overlapping maps included to provide an
absolute height scale, and to prevent errors in the  gradient
solu tions from propagating too far.

Photoclinometry: The determination of slopes and al-
bedos depends upon relative rather than absolute photometry.
The absolute height scale is set by external inputs such as
large-scale slopes or curvature determined from stereogra-
phy, from shadowing, or from laser altimetry.  Essentially,
combining high  resolution optical data with large-scale to-
pography from MOLA, for example, enables a detailed inter-
polation to a much smaller scale.  The images below repre-
sent 1km resolution from MOLA and 250 and 50 meter  reso-
lution from photoclinometry.
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The photometric function was chosen to be 2/3 Lommel-
Seeliger and 1/3 Lambert.

Current Status:  Although more than a thousand land-
marks have been catalogued so far, they are by no means
uniformly distributed.  There are concentrations near past
and potential landing sites, and large areas which have yet to
be processed.  In addition to adding landmarks in the sparser
regions, THEMIS visible data is now being included to en-
able determination of topography at even smaller scales.
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